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P R O C E S S
4  S T E P

Take a look at our 41 vessels and 100+
scents to help decide what you would
like to sample.

 Don’t see what you are looking for?
We can also make custom scents and
use custom vessels (see page 20 for
more details)

Decide which scents and vessels you
would l ike to sample to make sure you
love everything before the full  order

Prior to the order,  confirm which
option for label design you would l ike
(see the next for more details)

Place your order and get ready to
receive your candles!  Al l  orders under
300 units wil l  ship within our normal
lead time of 5-10 business days.  For
larger orders,  please reach out to us to
confirm the shipping timeline.  

MOQ is 10 per scent/vessel and an
overall  order minimum of $150

1) REVIEW OPTIONS

 2) SAMPLES

3) CONFIRM LABEL DESIGN

4) ORDER



O P T I O N S
l a b e l  d e s i g n

We print a label design you provide.
Label size varies with the vessel

We add your brand name/fonts and
colors to our label design (see pictures
on the left) .  

The design wil l  be sent to you for
approval before the labels are printed

$100 one-time design fee wil l  apply

Opton 1:
You provide label desgin

Option 2: 
We use your logo/brand
name

Option 3: 
We design the label

*We do wait to make the candles unti l
the design is confirmed



EXAMPLES
CLICK HERE FOR MORE 

https://riverbirchcandles.com/pages/privatelabel-copy-copy


https://riverbirchcandles.com/products/private-label-product


PRICING:$4 (unlabeled), $5.15 (with 2"x2" label)

4 OZ TIN
soy candle

MATERIAL: TIN-PLATED STEEL
BURN TIME: ~20 HOURS

PRICING

$7.0 (unlabeled)
$7.55 (with 1"h x 3"w side label)

2 OZ SPRAY
Room + Linen Spray

MATERIAL: GLASS BOTTLE, PLASTIC LID

4 OZ PAINT CAN 6 OZ TIN

4 OZ AMBER JAR

7.5 OZ WOODEN

soy candle

WAX MELT
6 1" cubes

MATERIAL: PLASTIC

MELT TIME: 24-30 HOURS

PRICING $3.75 (unlabeled); $4.30 (with 2.5"x2.5"
label)

SIZE: 4.25" x 2.87" x 1.12"

SIZE: Height with Spray Cap: 4.9"
Cap (Diameter): 0.9"
Tube Length: 3.9"

4 OZ SPRAY
Room + Linen Spray

MATERIAL: GLASS BOTTLE, PLASTIC LID

PRICING:$6.75 (unlabeled), $7.75 (with 2.5"x2.5"
 label)

SIZE: Height with Spray Cap: 5.4"
Cap (Diameter): 1"
Tube Length: 4 1/4"

4 OZ SPRAY
Room + Linen Spray

MATERIAL: GLASS BOTTLE, PLASTIC LID

PRICING:$7.75(unlabeled), $8.55 (with 2.5"x2.5"
 label))

SIZE: Height with Spray Cap: 5.4"
Cap (Diameter): 1"
Tube Length: 4 1/4"

MATERIAL: GLASS JAR, PLASTIC LID
BURN TIME: ~20 HOURS

PRICING

$.15(unlabeled)
$7.80 (with 2" circle label on lid)

SIZE: 2 1/2" diameter x  1 3/4" height SIZE: 2 5/16" diameter x 1 7/8" height

MATERIAL: TIN PLATE
BURN TIME: ~20 HOURS

PRICING

$6.00(unlabeled)
$6.55 (with 2"x2" side label)

SIZE: 2 .57" diameter x 2.3" height

MATERIAL: TIN-PLATED STEEL
BURN TIME: ~30 HOURS

PRICING

$7.80(unlabeled)
$8.30 (with 1"h x 3"w side label)

SIZE: 2 9/16" diameter x 1 7/8" height

soy candle soy candle

MATERIAL: JUJUBE WOOD
BURN TIME: ~35 HOURS

PRICING

$10.00(unlabeled)
$10.30 (with 1.75"h x 0.67"w side label)

SIZE: 2.7" diameter x 3.25" height

soy candle

LINE SHEET
*images are not to scale



8 OZ PAINT CAN
soy candle

MATERIAL: TIN-PLATE
BURN TIME: ~40 HOURS

PRICING

$7.90 (unlabeled)
$8.55  (with 2.5"x2.5" side label)

8 OZ TIN - MATTE 
soy candle

12 OZ TUMBLER JAR 12 OZ JAR 

8.5 OZ JAR

13 OZ TUMBLER

soy candle

8 OZ CERAMIC JAR
soy candle (limited availability)

MATERIAL: CERAMIC JAR, WOODEN LID

MELT TIME: 40 HOURS

PRICING $9.75 (unlabeled); $10.30 (with 2"x2" side
label)

SIZE: 3.25" diameter, 3.1" height

8 OZ LUXURY TIN -
STRAIGHT SIDED
soy candle

8 OZ TIN - LUXURY CURVED
soy candle

MATERIAL: GLASS JAR, METAL LID (BLACK,
GOLD, WHITE OR SILVER)

BURN TIME: ~45 HOURS

PRICING
$9.50(unlabeled)
$9.65 (with 2.5"x2.5" side label)

SIZE: 2.88" diameter x  2.97" height SIZE: 2.88" diameter x 3.55" height

MATERIAL: GLASS
BURN TIME: ~60 HOURS

PRICING

$13.50(unlabeled)
$14.05 (with 2.5"x2.5" side label)

SIZE: 3.2" diameter x 3.4" height

MATERIAL: GLASS, METAL LID
BURN TIME: ~60 HOURS

PRICING

$9.75 (unlabeled)
$10.30 (with 1"h x 3"w side label)

SIZE: 3.37" diameter x 3.21" height

soy candle soy candle

MATERIAL: TIN PLATE
BURN TIME: ~65 HOURS

PRICING

$10.20(unlabeled)
$10.65 (with 2.5"x2.5" side label)

SIZE: 3" x 3" height

soy candle

MATERIALTIN-PLATED STEEL
BURN TIME: ~40 HOURS

PRICING

$7.90(unlabeled)
$8.45 (with 1"h x 3"w side label)

SIZE: 3 /18" diameter x 2" height

MATERIAL: TIN-PLATED STEEL
BURN TIME: ~40 HOURS

PRICING

$$7.90(unlabeled)
$8.45 (with 1"h x 3"w side label)

SIZE:

MATERIAL: TIN-PLATED STEEL (GOLD COLOR
INTERIOR

BURN TIME: ~40 HOURS

PRICING

$$7.90(unlabeled)
$8.45 (with 1"h x 3"w side label)

SIZE:



14 OZ CUBE
soy candle

14 OZ TIN
soy candle

MATERIAL: TIN-PLATED STEEL

MELT TIME: ~70 HOURS

PRICING $10.00 (unlabeled); 
$10.55 (with 1"h x 3"w side label)

SIZE: 3.75" diameter x 2.5" height

16 OZ TIN
soy candle

16 OZ JAR
soy candle

MATERIAL: GLASS
BURN TIME: ~70 HOURS

PRICING

$12.50 (unlabeled)
$13.05 (with 2.5"x2.5" side label)

SIZE: 3.44" diameter x 3.3" height

MATERIAL: GLASS, METAL LID
BURN TIME: ~80 HOURS

PRICING

$14.00 (unlabeled)
$14.65 (with 1"h x 3"w side label)

SIZE: 3.67" diameter x 3.88" height

MATERIAL: TIN-PLATED STEEL

MELT TIME: ~80 HOURS

PRICING $13.00 (unlabeled); 
$13.55 (with 1"h x 3"w label)

SIZE: 4" diameter x 2.5" height

20 OZ JAR
soy candle

MATERIAL: GLASS
BURN TIME: ~100 HOURS

PRICING

$15.00 (unlabeled)
$15.55  (with 1"h x 3"w side label)

SIZE: 4" diameter x 4" height

SHOP NOW

or email sales@riverbirchcandles.com for an invoice

https://riverbirchcandles.com/products/private-label-product
https://riverbirchcandles.com/products/private-label-product


Almond & Honey

Sweet honey tonalities, fragrant almonds, refreshing lemon
and tart lime nuances intermesh with delicate almond

blossoms, clean lavender and warm, spicy herbal notes. Warm
musk, creamy vanilla and spicy coumarin blend together to

unite, enhance and complete this floral accord.

Almond Biscotti
Rich delectable scent straight from the bakery with notes of

almond, sugar and vanilla

Almond Milk + Sea
Salt

Essences of lemon flower and sea salt blend effortlessly with
the creaminess of almond milk, enhancing its subtle

sweetness. Nuances of jojoba, coconut, cherry wood and
melon blossom complete the scent, leaving a lasting sensual

impression

Apple
The mouthwatering aroma of a crisp Macintosh apple fresh

from the orchard. The comforting scent of this pure soy candle
makes wherever you are when you light it feels like home.

Apple Cider
Our Apple Cider is a true, ripe apple combined with bright fruit

notes and just a touch of spice.

Apple Cinnamon A hearty apple top note with cinnamon and sugar.

Balsam + Cedar
This scent has the uplifting aroma of majestic balsam fir and

cedar supported by notes of lemon and a touch of mint.

Bamboo + Coconut
Bamboo and Coconut is a luxurious blend of fresh bamboo

and smooth coconut

Banana Nut Bread

The smell of fresh-baked bread with notes of ripe banana,
orange, and coconut with mid notes of cinnamon, roasted

walnuts, and clove leaf atop base notes of sweet dough, vanilla,
and Tonka Bean

Beach Linen
Beach Linen captures the clean, calming scent of line-dried

laundry gently billowing in the seaside breeze.

Beachwood
This crisp scent combines woodsy and marine notes into an

elegant, refreshing scent

Beer
Slightly fruity and floral top notes highlight this alcoholic blend

drying to a light barley background.

SCENT LIST
*scents may get discontinued but are

available as a custom scent



Birch
Fresh, earthy top notes of patchouli and amber followed by soft

floral notes of jasmine. This scent has very long-lasting cozy
wood notes.

Birch + Black Pepper Birch + Black Pepper is a woody blend with soft spiciness

Birthday Cake

A sweet buttery bouquet of coconut shavings and sugared
berries with mid notes of pink hawthorn and melted butter.

Notes of sweet caramel and creamy vanilla finish off this scent
to make the perfect blend that smells like a birthday cake fresh

from the bakery!

Black Currant +
Jasmine

Our Currant + Jasmine candle is an elegant blend of jasmine
and dark fruits smoothed out by an amber and tonka base. This
luxurious scent starts with hints of citrus and peach that open

up to a heart of red and black currants. Jasmine blossoms
envelop the fruit notes with a dreamy, romantic floral aroma.
The rich aromas of tonka, vanilla and amber are bolstered by
hints of anise and black tea to round out this graceful & cozy

fragrance. 

This candle is infused with natural essential oils, including
vetiver, cedar, and cade.

Blood Orange
The fresh citrus aroma with green undertones gives our Blood
Orange candle a true-to-life characteristic. Full-bodied notes of

bergamot and grapefruit fuse with an herbal bouquet.

Blue Sur Pine This woody scent is a blend of pine, moss + warm woods

Brandied Pear
Brandied Pear is a sweet and spicy blend of pear, aged brandy,

cinnamon, clove and brown sugar

Brown Sugar + Fig
This alluring scent is a blend of fresh fig, warm sugar and a base

of cozy amber.

Cactus Flower

Cactus Flower is a bright, lively fragrance, succulent as the first
tender buds of spring emerging from their winter sleep. Sweet
agave and watery aloe enhance the fresh-cut green leaves and
chrysanthemum petals, while base notes of patchouli ground it

with a pleasing earthiness.

Candy Cane
Candy Cane is mixture of cool, iced mint, sharp black currant,
smooth white musk and the sweetness of frosted strawberry

and whipped vanilla.



Carribean Teakwood

Caribbean Teakwood is a bold, complex scent with wide
appeal. It leads with spicy top notes of allspice blended with

rich leather. Middle notes of tobacco leaf and clove blend into
the woody, deep base of sandalwood, amber, and peppercorn

Chai
This classic scent is a warm blend of citrus, clove buds and

cinnamon with a sweet base of vanilla

Charcoal Tonka (also
called Charcoal Vanilla)

Charcoal Vanilla is a unique blend of sweet tonka bean, vanilla,
and smoked charcoal with notes of clove, saffron, and cedar

leaf.

Christmas

A classic holiday scent that tells the story of a cozy holiday
night spent sipping wine in front of the fireplace. Christmas
combines orange spice notes from the kitchen, fir and pine

notes from the Christmas tree, and an earthy smokiness from
the fireplace. It's Christmas, in a candle, any time.

Christmas Cheer
Fruity, spicy bouquet with cinamon, clove, fir needle, ginger

root, and pine with a sweet-apple background.

Citron + Mandarin

Top notes of grapefruit, lemony citron, and mandarin blend
with touches of peach, orange, and delicate cyclamen for an

irresistible burst of brightness. A hint of vanilla and citrusy
bright musk finish off this super fresh scent

Classic BBQ Smoke
Perfect for summer! The mouth watering scent of a smoky

BBQ grill.

Coconut Bourbon

Top notes of shredded coconut, Kentucky bourbon, whipped
butter, apple peel and peach skin with mid notes of clove bud,

Tahitian vanilla and jasmine petal on a dry base of blonde
cedar, heliotrope and sheer musk.

Coconut Lime Verbena
Coconut Lime Verbena is a classic tropical scent with light

florals, fresh coconut and limes.

Coconut Melon
Fresh cut melon, island coconut and palm leaves combine to

create the ultimate sun inspired summer scent

Coffee
A rich, full-bodied aroma accompanied by the buttery appeal

of freshly roasted European hazelnuts and a touch of
indulgent cream.

Cotton
A warm, herbal fragrance with a base woven with notes of

sandalwood, creamy vanilla, and patchouli, with top notes of
mandarin and lime to create a sophisticated blend.



Cranberries + Pine
Our Cranberries + Pine combines the tartness of cranberries and

freshly picked currant berries with pleasing accords of pine.

Dark Cedar (Cedar +
Eucalyptus)

Himalayan cedar and blue gum eucalyptus for a classic, warm &
earthy forest scent. Crisp and woody, this scent promotes clarity

of the mind.

Egyptian Amber
Egyptian Amber is a woody scent with a light touch of jasmine,

sandalwood and patchouli

Endless Love

A duplicate of the popular Victoria's Secret* fragrance, a
delightfully delicate marriage of citrus and sage mingling with
apple, melon and ylang ylang.  Undertones mossy woods and

vanilla musk create a silken impression as the fragrance unfolds

Espresso
Smooth, creamy coffee with undernotes of cinnamon, vanilla,

and a touch of milk.

Eucalyptus
This relaxing scent is a blend of eucalyptus leaves with slighty

floral notes

Eucalyptus + Fir
Eucalyptus + Fir is a unique blend of eucalyptus leaves, fresh

mint and pine needles

Eucalyptus Mint
Our Eucalyptus Mint candle blends sweet peppermint with

tingly, earthy eucalyptus for a refreshing spa-like scent. Hints of
cedarwood add depth that makes it perfect all year round.

Fig + Rhubarb
Fresh figs with notes of strawberries, blackberries on a base of

tart rhubarb

Firewood

Bold notes of smoky wood, cedar, and pine birch are supported
by mid notes of balsam fir and clove leaves topped off with soft

notes of orange and raspberry. Smells like a heart-warming
good fire burning in the wintertime.

Frasier Fir
Frasier Fir is a classic Christmas scent with notes of lemon peel,

cypress, fir needles and cedar

Fresh Fig
Zesty notes of citrus and coconut with mid notes of fig, jasmine,

and lilies on a dry musky background.

Fresh Mint
The cool scent of spearmint, eucalyptus, and mint leaves come

together to create this classic, relaxing scent.

Gingerbread
Gingerbread is a classic fall scent with notes of cinnamon,

nutmeg and glove with a warm base of molasses and sugar



Grapefruit + Mint

Mint + Grapefruit is a super refreshing and sophisticated
fragrance. It starts with ripe, tangy grapefruit fused with

garden-fresh mint. Hints of lavender and rhubarb add depth
and complexity to this fresh fragrance. Citrus essential oils
enhance this bold scent, while mint, thyme, and bergamot
essential oils give it an herbal counter to the punchy, juicy

grapefruit

Hollyberries + Fir
This holiday scent is a festive blend of holiberries, balsam fir and

juicy blackberry

Home for the
Holidays

fresh spruce boughs wrapped in cinnamon and clove with a
touch of winter citrus and fir balsam

Honeysuckle
The aroma of fresh honeysuckles with a blend of coconut and

peach. Mid notes of fresh roses, magnolias, gardenia, and
tuberose on a bed of sweet vanilla and soft woody notes.

Honeysuckle +
Jasmine

This soft, dreamy scent opens with top notes of lemon and
ginger before giving way to a heart of jasmine and honeysuckle.

Hints of violet, powder, and amyris mingle with wood notes in
the base

Jasmine
Jasmine is a classic floral scent with notes of jasmine, ozone and

white plumeria

Lavender

A bouquet of lavender enhanced by top notes of bergamot,
lemon, and eucalyptus. Add mid notes of camphor, clary sage,

and rosemary as well as base notes of patchouli, tonka, and
musk to finish off this classic scent.

Lavender + Orange
Lavender + Orange is a lively blend of sweet orange and fresh

lavender.

Lavender + Spring
Apricot

This popular summer scent has top notes of lavender, apple,
pomelo and apricot.  Middle notes of magnolia, lavender,

bamboo and dahlia followed by base notes of sandalwood,
cedar, musk and cashmere wood.

Lavender Driftwood

Lavender Driftwood is a fresh, woodsy scent with an intriguing
nautical edge. This scent offers a unique take on a lavender

scent, marrying this timeless floral with more masculine notes
of cypress, cedar, and amber

Lavender Tea
Lavender Tea is a bubbly lavender scent with notes of

chamomile and white tea

Leather Leathery bouquet that smells like the inside of a leather-shop!



Leather Oud
A masculine combination of leather, black currant, oud wood,

oakmoss.

Lemon
The captivating and irresistible citrus top notes of real lemon,

and warm base notes of vanilla and sugar.

Lemongrass + Patchouli
Earthy patchouli is blended with refreshing lemongrass, orange

oil and pine to create a clean and lovely scent

Lily
Reminiscent of a spring garden in full bloom combines soft

spring florals with woods and light fruit notes.

Lime Basil Mandarin
An intricate blend of Italian mandarin accented with juicy lime
and herbaceous earthy basil accords. Inspired by the Jo Malone

scent

Love Spell

Our Love Spell is the ultimate blend of fruit and floral. It starts
with top notes of apple, luscious peach, and ripe grapefruit that

give way to beautiful middle notes of cherry blossom and
hydrangea. The vanilla and hint of powder in the base balance

the sweetness of the fragrance. This classic scent is an easy way
to bring a sweet floral into any space.

Magnolia Blossom
A sweet floral scent with a fresh green opening dry down to an

intoxicating finish.

Mahogany Teakwood
Cedar wood and oak wood intertwine with warm mahogany to

create the perfect masculine scent for any season

Mango & Coconut Milk
Mango and Coconut Milk scent is a modern tropical fusion of

fresh mango and creamy coconut milk.

Maple Cinnamon
Spicy and warm notes of coconut, anise seeds, cinnamon leaf,

and cinnamon stick on a sweet base of maple syrup and Tonka
bean.

Mediterranean Fig Mediterranean Fig is a lively blend of fig, jasmine and light musk

Midnight Amber
(Baccarat Rouge 540

Inspired)

This scent is a warm, romantic blend of jasmine, saffron,
cedarwood and amber. Inspired by Baccarat Rouge 540

Mimosa
This tropical blend of citrus, mango, and papaya is enhanced

with fresh green notes.

Mountain Pine

Mountain Pine’s eucalyptus and citrus top notes tickle the
senses with cool sweetness. Hearty mid notes of pine and
camphor merge with woody base notes to take us on an

olfactory walk through the mountains.

Mulled Cider + Chesnuts
Warm and comforting, our Mulled Cider and Chestnuts candle
puts a twist on the classic fall and winter scents of spiced cider

and roasted chestnuts.



Nag Champa
A sensual and warm blend of bergamot, cinnamon, and cannabis

with floral notes of geranium, lilies, and rose on a dry bed of
patchouli, sandalwood, and musk.

Oakmoss + Amber

Oakmoss and Amber is a modern fragrance with universal
appeal. This captivating scent begins with hints of orange,

grapefruit, and an infusion of sage that enhance the natural
earthy quality. Lavender adds a soft floral and herbal touch to the
heart of this scent, while oakmoss, amber, and tonka round out

the base for a beautiful, deep character

Oatmeal Cookie
Oatmeal cookies freshly baked with the aroma of ground ginger,

clove, cinnamon, and vanilla extract.

Ocean Waves A calming scent inspired by the crisp, salty ocean water

Orange Blossom
lush fragrance for spring or summer, Orange Blossom has top

notes of petitgrain and bergamot, middle accords of neroli and
jasmine, and a light sandalwood base

Palo Santo

Ground yourself in the calming, cleansing aromas of Palo Santo.
Palo Santo is a tree native to South America traditionally used for

medicinal and therapeutic purposes. It’s also said to have
properties that clear negative energy and promote well-being.

This trendy, highly requested scent captures the clean woodiness
of palo santo.

Patchouli Amber
Our Patchouli Amber candle is an earthy blend of light citrus
followed by warm clove and exotic florals on a delicate bed of

silky musk and patchouli.

Patchouli Mandarin
This unique scent is an earthy mixture of patchouli with subtle

notes of mandarin and oakmoss.

Peppermint +
Eucalyptus

Our Peppermint and Eucalyptus scent blends sweet peppermint
with tingly, earthy eucalyptus for a refreshing spa-like scent. Hints

of cedarwood add depth that make this a perfect year-round
scent.

Peppermint Mocha
Our Peppermint Mocha blends decadent chocolate and sweet

peppermint with hints of coconut milk and creamy vanilla.

Pine + Sage (also
called Rosemary +

Sage)

Indulge in some aromatherapy and surround yourself with the
herbal mélange of Pine + Sage. Cooling eucalyptus and pine

notes uplift fresh green florals and rosemary, while earthy sage
and cedar lend this fragrance an enticing woodsy base.

Pink Sands

Bright citrus tones and juicy fruit accents surround this delicate
bouquet of sweet florals and fresh greens . Underlying tones of

sweet musk, coconut and spiced vanilla add a calming quality to
the scent. Inspired by Yankee Candle Pink Sands fragrance



Pomegrante Bitters
Pomegrante Bitters is a lively scent with notes of red currant

berries, pomegranate, peppermint and cedar

Pumpkin
Buttercream

This sweet and cozy scent is A warm blend of pumpkin,
cinnamon leaf, clove, buttercream, vanilla, sandalwood, and

warm amber

Pumpkin Chai Or
Vanilla Chai

Pumpkin Chai is a cozy fall scent with notes of cadamom,
pumpkin, brown sugar and rich notes of vanilla

Pumpkin Spice

This holiday favorite comes to life with the scent of fresh
pumpkin and hops with a spicy blend of nutmeg, clove, and

cinnamon atop a bed of sweet vanilla, warm Tonka Bean, and
sugar.

Red Currant

This unique blend begins with top notes of juicy red currant,
lemon peel, and citrusy grapefruit. A heart of geranium, jasmine,

and peach soften tart top notes, while a rich base of black
currants finish this fruit forward fragrance. Let this vibrant

fragrance inspire your own product lineup.

Redwood + Leather
This warm and earthy scent is a blend of fresh redwoods infused

with notes of leather, musk and herbs

Rosemary + Sage
(Also called Pine +

Sage)

Indulge in some aromatherapy and surround yourself with the
herbal mélange of Rosemary + Sage. Cooling eucalyptus and

pine notes uplift fresh green florals and rosemary, while earthy
sage and cedar lend this fragrance an enticing woodsy base.

Salted Caramel
The rich, indulgent scent of salted caramel created with a

combination of sweet coconut, warm butter, caramelized sugar
and silky caramel vanilla.

Sandalwood Rose
Earthy wood and lush rose petal notes are expertly blended with

complimentary green tones on a base of soft musk.

Santal + Coconut
Santal + Coconut is a luxurious, woody scent with notes of warm

coconut, sandalwood and cedar

Scarlett Poppy
Inspired by Jo Malone's Scarlett Poppy with top notes of Musk,
middle notes of Fig and poppy with base notes of Tonka Bean

Heliotrope and Barley

Sea Salt + Citrus

Our Sea Salt + Citrus evokes the churn of the sea, wrapping the
water, sand, and salt together into a clean and ozonic scent. Top
notes of lemon, orange, and fresh ozone give way to a heart of
briny sea salt and a hint of jasmine. Light musk balances the

woody violet and cedar in the base.



Sea Salt + Orchid
Sea Salt + Orchid is an soft blend of floral notes, sea salt and

lush green leaves

Smoked Amber + Fir

Smoked Amber + Fir wraps evergreens, spice, and a hint of fruit
into a festive and inviting scent. Top notes of cypress and fir
give a hint of the outdoors, while dark amber notes adds a
touch of sweet nectar. Saffron and cinnamon enhance the

spiced plum note, while warm benzoin and wood combine with
smoky incense in the base.

Sparkling Evergreen
(also called

Christmas Cheer)

Fruity, spicy bouquet with cinamon, clove, fir needle, ginger
root, and pine with a sweet-apple background.

Spiced Honey +
Tonka

Spiced Honey and Tonka  is a captivating blend of honey,
spices, and tobacco leaves, with a smooth woody base.

Sweet Lemongrass +
Lilac (Spa Day)

Spa Day is a clean, calming refreshing scent with fresh
lemongrass top notes along with lilac + patchouli drying to a

background of soothing sweet sugar cane.

Sweet Tobacco
This heady scent balances brandy-infused tobacco leaves

drenched in sweet honey and amaretto, and rounds it off with a
base of oak and warm benzoin

The Smell of Spring

A complex and alluring fusion of dewy flower petals, lush
topiary, musk and wood notes. An enticing and unique floral

bouquet with a colorful blend of roses, jasmine, violet and lily at
the heart of this scent.

Tobacco Rose
Cedarwood and tobacco blended with blushed rose petals,

tonka bean and oak-aged bourbon.

Tobacco
Sandalwood

inspired by Le Labo’s cult favorite fragrance Santal 33. This scent
has a strong base of sandalwood and musk that some of us

found nostalgic, woody, warm, and alluring

Tobacco Vanilla
A warm and comforting unisex candle with notes of tobacco
leaf, spices, tonka bean, tobacco blossom, vanilla, cacao, dried

fruits and wood.

Tomato Leaf

Earthy and garden fresh, Tomato Leaf brings to life the scent of
freshly crushed tomato leaves. Capture sunshine with citrus

and tomato leaf top notes that rest on a heart of fresh summer
herbs. A base of green leaves and moss intensifies the

earthiness of the fragrance. Our Tomato Leaf is green and
herbal, yet still light and airy enough to brighten up any room

Vanilla Bean Noel
(type)

A holiday fragrance of sweet sugar cookies and warm vanilla. A
seasonal favorite. Inspired by the Bath & Body works scent.



Vanilla Peppermint
A soft blend of cool peppermint on a bed of warm

Tonka Bean and vanilla.

Vanilla Sandalwood
Amber and white musk dance throughout a sweet
floral heart underscored by sultry sandalwood and

vetiver

Warm Vanilla Cotton
This warm cotton flower is blended with rose, cotton

flower, and muguet in a blanket of Tonka Bean,
vanilla, and musk

Watermelon Lemonade

Just like the popular Bath and Body Works* fragrance.
A summer fruity blend of watermelon ice, Meyer

lemon, sparkling water accord, cantaloupe flower on a
base of sugar crystals.

White Pear + Fig A juicy scent of a fresh pear with top notes of figs

White Sage Lavender
White Sage + Lavender is a relaxing scent with notes

of lavender, chomile and hints of white sage,
sandalwood and cedar

White Tea + Thyme
This relaxing candle blends the relaxing scent of white

tea with notes of thyme and ginger

Wildflower Honey + Rose
This relaxing candle blends mandarin and wildflower

honey with notes of airy rose and woody amber

Zesty Mandarin
This is a a zesty scent that blends mandarins and

golden oranges into a fruit medley of juicy cranberries
and plums.

New scents are added throughout the year. For the
most up-to-date scent list, please visit our website

 CLICK HERE:

SCENT LIST

https://riverbirchcandles.com/pages/scent-list
https://riverbirchcandles.com/pages/scent-list


What is the minimum
order?

With industry's lowest minimum for USA-manufactured products, you can
start your own home fragrance line for as low as 11 units.

Unlabeled: Minimum Units Per Scent & Vessel: 10 units
Custom Labels: Minimum Units Per Scent & Vessel: 10 units

Total Order Minimum: $150

What is the lead time?

Orders will typically ship out between 5-10 business days. For larger orders,
we will reach out to let you know the estimated ship date.

Our lead time does not include the shipping time/transit time.

Need your order sooner? Please email riverbirchcandleco@gmial.com
before you place your order. Rush fee will apply (30% of total order).

Can you make Custom
Scents? What is the
process?

For custom scents, it's really flexible. Typically, we make a replica scent of
something you had in mind or make a blend of scents that you would like.
 
Please email us at riverbirchcandleco@gmail.com with the scent that you
would like us to make for you.
 
Costs will vary depending on the ingredients needed. 

What is the cost of
shipping?

Shipping costs depend on where the order will be shipped, shipping
method, what vessels and how many. The best way to confirm shipping
costs is add everything you would like to order to the cart and begin the
checkout process

Can I get samples?

Yes! You can order samples here:
https://riverbirchcandles.com/collections/private-label-samples

*Samples do not come with labels, but can upon request*

Frequently Asked Questions

mailto:riverbirchcandleco@gmail.com
https://riverbirchcandles.com/collections/private-label-samples


Can candles be made in
Custom Vessels?

We can make candles in almost ANY vessel. Please send us an email with
the following info and we will give you a quote as soon as possible.
 
INFO NEEDED:
Dimensions (height and width)
Estimated amount of wax in the vessel (in oz):
Quantity per scent estimate:
 
Please email the info above to riverbirchcandleco@gmail.com

Do you have bulk
discounts for private
label?

We can offer further discounted prices on orders over 1000 units per
scent/vessel. Please email us at riverbirchcandleco@gmail.com for a quote

What is the return
policy?

We do not accept returns. All claims for shortages and/or damages must
be reported to River Birch Candles within 5 calendar days of receipt of
merchandise. After a review of your request, an exchange will be
completed or a credit will be applied to a future purchase. Exchanges or
credit towards future purchases will be based on the value of the
merchandise at the time of purchase. Shipping and handling fees are not
refundable.

What is the cancelation
policy? + change
request to orders

As each order is made just for you, we need to be notified that you would
like to cancel or change your order before 9AM CST the calendar day after
you place your order. After that point, we are unable to cancel or change
the order because all supplies have been ordered and the production of
your order has begun.

What is your contact
info?

Our email is erica.r@riverbirchcandles.com

 Click here for more
Frequently Asked

Questions:
FAQ’S

https://riverbirchcandles.com/pages/frequently-asked-questions-private-label
https://riverbirchcandles.com/pages/frequently-asked-questions-private-label


Trusted by
business of all sizes

across the US, Europe + Austrailia 

SHOP NOW

or email sales@riverbirchcandles.com for an invoice

https://riverbirchcandles.com/products/private-label-product
https://riverbirchcandles.com/products/private-label-product

